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ABSTRACT: So far legislators from several countries have purposed many definitions for cybercrime but they have not yet achieved... regard and imply briefly about types of cyber-crimes and classification of the content-related crimes in cyberspace.
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ABSTRACT: Depression is a phenomenon that is considered... Locus of control, Depression, Female employees.
The current study is intended to investigate into the impact of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) on learning styles (Kolb Model) in Smart Secondary Schools in Qom Province. Thus, it may be concluded that one can modify students' learning styles by means of ICT.

Other studies have focused on Emotional Intelligence (EI), Self-motivation, Empathy, Social Skill, Self-Awareness, Self-Regulation, Educational Achievement.

The present study is prepared by aiming at investigation into the relationship among Quality of Working Life (QWL) and social aspects of working life on quality of working life have played a greater role in job satisfaction among members of academic fellowship.

Information and Communication Technology (ICT), Smart Schools, Learning Styles, Kolb's Method of Learning, Students.

Accounting Conservatism, Bankruptcy Risk-Debit Ratio, Altman Model.

The objective of the present study is to study the relationship between managers' compensation and earnings in companies. The hypothesis indicated that there is a significant direct relationship between managers' compensation and earnings.

The purpose of the present research was the reviewing of the barriers transfer and the knowledge sharing in Iran Tractor Organization. The results showed that knowledge sharing in this company needed to be improved. Also results of stepwise regression showed that educational achievement is interpreted by variable of self-regulation.

The present study analyzes Balanced Scorecard (BSC) as a tool to evaluate organizational strategies. This investigation attempts to answer the question, which of internal processes should an organization focused further to meet shareholders and customers' satisfaction? ...
The purpose of this study was to compare the value orientation of high school students in vicinity 1 and their parents in Bandar Abbas. This study aims to investigate the effectiveness of Ellis marriage therapy training on decreasing marital conflicts between spouses. The current study is aimed at reviewing the relationship among mathematics and some students' level variables and school level variables. The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between married adults' attachment styles and their levels of sexual and relationship satisfaction.

This study was carried out to analyze the content of textbooks in pre-occupational course (secondary school) for students. The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the factor structure and validity of an Iranian translation of the Future Orientation Questionnaire. The present study did with examining the goal of entrepreneurship indexes between students of Islamic Azad university Damghan unit.

Mixed methods are the third paradigm of educational research. Both quantitative and qualitative approaches are considered able to show a significant link between educational theory and practice and also help to solve the educational problems. The present study did with examining the goal of entrepreneurship indexes between students of Islamic Azad university Damghan unit.
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ABSTRACT:
This research was aimed at studying the relationship between attachment patterns and conduct disorder. The research findings revealed that the dismissing attachment pattern had the highest and the secure and then the avoiding patterns had the list prediction power in conduct disorder.
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ABSTRACT:
Since a considerable part of students' lives are spent at school, a huge contribution is made by the schools to education in that period. This research has significant implications for teachers and counselors in the field of education and counseling services.